Study characteristics influence the efficacy of substance abuse treatments: A meta-analysis of medications for smoking cessation.
Understanding study characteristics' influence on treatment efficacy could improve interpretation of trials' outcomes. We examined study characteristics as predictors of outcomes in clinical trials of medications for tobacco use. We obtained and analyzed data on 44 trials of nicotine gum, 37 trials of nicotine patch, 27 trials of varenicline, and 43 trials of bupropion from Cochrane reviews. We extracted and analyzed data for 15 study characteristics, odds ratios (OR), and percent abstinent in control and medication conditions. We used general linear models to determine which study characteristics explained the variability among outcomes after controlling for medication characteristics. Study characteristics accounted for 12% of the variance in ORs among patch trials, 16% among gum trials, 16% among varenicline trials, and 34% among bupropion trials above and beyond medication characteristics. Patch and gum trials with industry funding had larger ORs than those without. Among patch trials, this appeared to be due to less abstinence in industry-funded trials' control conditions. Bupropion trials published earlier had larger ORs, which appeared to be due to less abstinence in control conditions. The reason for study characteristics' influence on varenicline trials was unclear. Study characteristics influenced the assessment of treatment efficacy above and beyond medication characteristics in smoking cessation trials. Our findings that study characteristics are associated with higher or lower efficacy does not suggest that the effect size under one vs another condition is the more valid outcome. Future studies are needed to determine which study characteristics reliably influence efficacy because this would help investigators and clinicians interpret trials. Study characteristics influenced the estimates of treatment efficacy but individual characteristics' influence on efficacy appeared to differ among different medications for smoking cessation. We encourage researchers to report study characteristics to improve interpretation of findings and systematic reviews, and to account for non-treatment related variables to better estimate the efficacy of treatments.